
With the continuation of Covid-19 closures, we 

were still not operational come the fall season. July 

1st typically sees me up North in the Northwest 

Territories, guiding at Arctic Red River Outfitters. 

This year saw a full closure of the NWT borders, 

nobody going in or out. This meant no sheep 

season for a hunting guide.

We had all remained on the hook until last minute, 

hoping an Arctic Red season would happen. When 

we finally got word from Tavis Molnar, telling us 

we were free to make other plans and a northern 

sheep season would not be happening, I quickly 

put a plan together to attempt a sheep hunt for 

myself for once. For the first time in 16 season, I 

had an August free to chase after my own dreams. 

We made the most of it.
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On July 30th, my good friend Jesse Wuerch and 

I drove North on the Alaska Highway. After 19 

hours on pavement, we hit the skies and flew into 

a remote Northern BC lake. Upon arrival, our pilot 

could not drop us off on the lakeshore we desired, 

as it was not a “typical” dropoff location and too 

shallow. He said, “We always drop everyone on the 

other side”. Perfect. The original side was what we 

wanted then. He managed to find a deep enough 

drop-off point, and we exited the plane. This put 

us back over 2 miles from our desired starting 

point, but at least we were on the right side. 

We began our trek, Jesse carrying 78lbs on his 

back, and myself, 98lbs. We slogged for hours 

through the swamp and brush, getting eaten alive 

by mosquitoes and horseflies. It was terrible, and 

tiring. After 8 hours of walking, we were dead to 

the world. This went on for three full days before 

finally arriving at the area we wanted to hunt. It 

was a hard trek getting there, but upon arrival, we 

immediately spotted multitudes of sheep. There 

were ewes and lambs everywhere, and a band of 

15 rams right where we wanted to make camp. A 

good sign!

Our first day in the area, we checked out a few 

basins and spotted some more sheep. Nothing 

special, but later that afternoon we found one of 

the initial 15 rams by himself, and Jesse made his 

move. I stayed back to continue searching for a 

ram for myself, and to keep an eye on Jesse’s ram 

from a distance in case he moved out of Jesse’s 

view. After a careful stalk, Jesse made a fine 



shot and put his ram down. A beautiful tipped/ 

broomed ram, with great mass and a nice deep 

curl. A mighty fine trophy for a first time sheep 

hunter!

We continued hunting hard for the next 3 days, 

but weren’t able to procure new sheep. Our only 

option was to move farther down the valley, into 

buckbrush and timber. Farther from our extraction 

point at the lake, which meant a farther trek back. 

We had no other option if we wanted a ram. 

We packed up our camp on day 8 of the hunt, 

and hiked for 5 hours down the valley. We set up 

our camp by 1pm, and kept on walking. There 

was no time like the present, and we needed to 

get this done. Jesse and I climbed up a big steep 

mountain, up to 8600ft. The wind was blowing 

hard, and had been since August 1st with no 

reprieve. It almost blew us off of our feet a few 

times, so we had to tread carefully along the knife 

sharp ridges.

We checked two different basins, and to our 

surprise, found nothing but a few ewes and lambs. 

We weren’t about to give up however. We kept 

walking onwards, faster, trying to see everything 

we could up top before losing daylight. We 

rounded the mountain and dropped into the last 

basin, and below, spotted a band of rams. More 

came out as we sat watching, and there were some 

good ones in the group! One in particular had my 

attention. An old, swaybacked monarch. He had 

one beautiful sweeping horn, and one stunted 

horn, clearly lacking usual growth. He wasn’t a 

typical “trophy” ram one would picture in their 

mind’s eye when thinking about sheep hunting. 

This sheep was clearly the lead ram and pushed his 
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weight around, shoving the younger, bigger rams 

aside like little boys. He was the boss, with stacked 

age rings to boot, so he was the ram I wanted.

Time was ticking, and we were losing daylight 

fast. The band of rams was out past 500 yards, 

but there was no way to get any closer with the 

daylight we had left and the cliffs we were stuck 

in. I had no choice but to get settled in and make 

the shot count. When the ram turned broadside at 

530 yards, I squeezed the trigger and let that rifle 

sing. The big ram dropped, and rolled down the 

mountainside. 

It took us over an hour to get to him, picking our 

way carefully through the cliff bands and loose 

rocks. By the time we arrived, it was pitch black. 

I put my hands on my ram, and was shocked! I 

knew he had one wonky horn, but had no idea just 

how wild it was! The back of his head was entirely 

covered by horn. My best guess was that he had 

suffered a major injury at age 3 which blocked his 

blood supply that allowed his horn to grow length. 

Instead, the blood pooled and he grew intense 

mass, which pancaked across his skull front and 

back. His left eye socket was pushed down almost 

an entire inch, deforming his skull. Horn was 

growing behind his eye, and beginning to curl into 

the rear of his eye cavity. This must have caused 

intense pressure. At 12 years of age, there was no 

way he would have been able to sustain this cranial 

pressure for much longer, so I was very happy 

I harvested this ram, knowing he would have 

expired soon from natural causes anyhow. 

We nicknamed my ram “Quasimodo” after the 

Disney character in the Hunchback of Notre dame. 

This ram fits the bill. With a deformed head and 

offset eyes, and a major swayback with a torn 

backstrap (likely caused at the same time as his 

initial horn injury), he looked the part. Probably 

one of the ugliest rams I have ever seen, but 

certainly one of the most unique. His good horn 

measured 37”x 14 5/8”. His mass was incredible. 

His stunted horn measured 25” long and 21 6/8” 

at the base…the largest base I have seen on a 

sheep! Truly a “guide’s ram”.
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After the harvest, we packed back up and started 

our journey back to the lake. It took us 5 days to 

get out of there, but what a sweet feeling when 

that plane flew in and we were done. It was one of 

the hardest hunts I have ever done, which is saying 

alot for a seasoned sheep guide. For the first time 

in 16 years, I went home with a ram in my hands, 

instead of just photos on a camera. 


